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Children Time Book teaching Children time management . Kids will love this Book This edifying
book tells Our Kids that all children must keep regular hours. Each morning it is necessary to
get up early, clean the teeth, eat wholesome food for breakfast, get ready on time and go to
school in a clean look, always wash hands after returning home and only after that sit down to
eat hearty dinner. It is also necessary to do homework, rest after and play favourite toys. In
the evening each child must eat light supper, and after resting a while take a bath. It is
necessary to hug and kiss your parents before sleep, and go to bed on time . The everyday
execution of all these simple rules helps you raise up decent, purposeful , neat , kind,
obedient, industrious, responsible children and form many other positive qualities.As a present
in the paperback vrision you will find a coloring papers for all anaimals in this book
....Please enjoy.
Who Killed My Father is the story of a tough guy – the story of the little boy I never was. The
story of my father. ‘What a beautiful book’ MAX PORTER In Who Killed My Father, Édouard Louis
explores key moments in his father’s life, and the tenderness and disconnects in their
relationship. Told with the fire of a writer determined on social justice, and with the
compassion of a loving son, the book urgently and brilliantly engages with issues surrounding
masculinity, class, homophobia, shame and social poverty. It unflinchingly takes aim at systems
that disadvantage those they seek to exclude – those who have their expectations, hopes and
passions crushed by a society which gives them little thought. ‘Édouard Louis is the vanguard of
France’s new generation of political writers’ Evening Standard
I Love My DadKidKiddos Books Ltd.
This book is uniquely original and can be personalized with any girl's name. How fun is that?
Over 500 book names already published on Amazon! Think of the possibilities: baby or shower
gifts, birthdays, a special something from grandma, and more. You can purchase the book's title
as shown (this book is in SCARLETT'S NAME), OR you can request a new book be published in the
name you desire. It's easy to order in 3 steps: 1. Go to estorytime.com BEFORE placing your
Amazon order to let Melissa know the name you want personalized on your book. 2. Click on the
"Personalize It" tab and add the name and book title you would like. Send this information to
Melissa. 3. Melissa will take care of the rest. She will publish your new book title on Amazon,
and once published, will get a link from Amazon to email to you. Once you receive this link, you
can order your book just like any Amazon product. Easy! We've taken the worry out of the process
and your child will be thrilled with the final product. Who doesn't like to see their name on
the cover or hear it related throughout the story? The author, Melissa Ryan, is the mother of
five children and knows the importance of reading to your little ones. It instills a love of
books and fosters an active imagination in the youngest of readers. Help start them on a path of
discovery with Melissa's stories. The tale of Scarlett is perfect for bedtime, especially when
unleashing the child's wonder by using her own name. This is a book that can be enjoyed over and
over again, and will be remembered long after the last page is read and the lights turned out.
Goodnight Scarlett and the Moon is beautifully illustrated with full color images that will hold
your child's attention while you read the delightful story. Walk along with Scarlett through a
day of happy smiles, sleepy-eyed dreams, and a bedtime that's sure to please. She will capture
your heart, and the moments spent reading it together will build fond memories that will be
cherished throughout the years. This is just one of several books offered by Melissa in her everexpanding children's book series. You'll learn to love and appreciate the extra attention that
goes into each volume. Special care is taken to keep the child's heart at the center of each
story, helping them build character and learn something along the way. Help that special child
in your life reach for the stars, and let Goodnight Scarlett into your home to cast a moonbeam
over the most precious of your possessions. Build a binding relationship with the power of
reading...you'll look back in awe at the foundations you've built. Please customize and purchase
this book for a special little girl in your life today. Tags: Scarlett, personalized children's
books, personalized gifts, personalized baby gifts, personalized, bedtime stories, bedtime
story, 1st birthday gifts
Yoga for Parents and Kids
French Children Don't Throw Food
My Daddy Hurt Me
My Dad
The Mastery Series
Italian a Short Story for Beginners
I Love my daddy, exclaims! Princess Tia in her pointy little hat. Find out why? And what does
the King, her daddy think, all dressed up in his finest robes and shiniest crown? Written and
illustrated by five year old Tia, A book written by a child, for children, a charming bedtime
story. The book helps early readers gain confidence in their reading skills.
A heartwarming book featuring children’s own words and animal illustrations, this is the perfect
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book to say, “I love you, Daddy!”
Drawing on Michael Morpurgo's own childhood experience of first seeing his real father on
television, 'My Father Is a Polar Bear' tells the story of two young brothers rediscovering
their birth father in the most unlikely of places - and in an entirely unexpected guise!
Outside, the world is bursting with colour, light and wonder. But inside the house, Daddy has a
big secret. A dark shadow is following him around, and it just won't leave him alone. From the
park to the breakfast table, Daddy's shadow continues to threaten and overwhelm him. Jokes
aren't funny to him anymore. He won't come out to play. His sunshine has been stolen, and
there's no telling when it will come back - that is until a particularly driven daughter shines
her brightest lights into the dark.
The Mysterious Bakery on Rue de Paris
My Daddy's Shadow
Children Time Book
Goodnight Scarlett and the Moon, It's Almost Bedtime
Babl Children's Books in Vietnamese and English

This book is uniquely original and can be personalized with any girl's name. How fun is
that? Think of the possibilities: baby or shower gifts, birthdays, a special something
from grandma, and more. You can purchase the book as shown, using Faith in the title, or
personalize it to suit your specific needs. Simply contact us at eStoryTime.com BEFORE
placing your Amazon order and we'll take care of the rest. After contacting us, you'll
still need to order the book through Amazon, so we'll send you a direct link to use when
placing your order. It will assure the book is personalized with the name you've
requested. We've taken the worry out of the process and your child will be thrilled with
the final product. Who doesn't like to see their name on the cover or hear it related
throughout the story? The author, Melissa Ryan, is the mother of five children and knows
the importance of reading to your little ones. It instills a love of books and fosters an
active imagination in the youngest of readers. Help start them on a path of discovery
with Melissa's stories. The tale of Faith is perfect for bedtime, especially when
unleashing the child's wonder by using her own name. This is a book that can be enjoyed
over and over again, and will be remembered long after the last page is read and the
lights turned out. Faith's Hiccum-ups Day is beautifully written and will hold your
child's attention while you share this delightful tale. Tag along with Faith as she
giggles, HIC's, and jumps her way through a day with the hiccum-ups. See the silly things
her family suggests to solve her problem. It's a day filled with enough fun for everyone.
Faith will capture your heart, and the moments spent reading it together will build fond
memories that will be cherished throughout the years. Your little girls grow up all too
fast; make lasting impressions while you can. This is just one of several books offered
by Melissa in her ever-expanding children's book series. You'll learn to love and
appreciate the extra attention that goes into each volume. Special care is taken to keep
the child's heart at the center of each story, helping them build character and learn
something along the way. Encourage that special child in your life to embrace what is
truly unique, and sometimes funny, about their developing personalities. Spend a few
minutes with Faith on her I-Didn't-Do-It kind of day and make bedtime special, while you
create a binding relationship with the power of reading...you'll look back in awe at the
foundations you've built. Please customize and purchase this book for a special little
girl in your life today. Tags: personalized children's books, personalized gifts,
personalized baby gifts, personalized, bedtime stories, bedtime story, Faith, 1st
birthday gifts
Bilingual Edition English-Igbo "Am I small?" - Tamia is not sure and keeps asking various
animals that she meets on her journey. Eventually she finds the surprising answer...
Reviews "This is baby's favorite book!" -Amazon Customer Review from the United States
"for children who enjoy lingering over pages full of magical creatures and whimsical
details [...] told in simple and engaging words and imaginative pictures."-Kirkus Reviews
"This has been my daughter's favourite book since she was 4 months old. The sentences are
nice and short so she doesn't lose interest in the pictures while I'm reading each page."
-Amazon Customer Review from the UK "Muito legal esse livro. Singelo, divertido e
relacionado ao universo da criança. Bom pra desenvolver o vocabulário. As ilustrações são
lindas. Meu filho adorou." -Amazon Customer Review from Brazil "You are small or big
depending on with what you relate to. A simple cute book which exactly portrays this
message." -Amazon Customer Review from India "Muy buen libro infantil. Dinámico,
orgánico, perfecto para aprender en romaji. De fácil lectura y con una protagonista
realmente encantadora" -Amazon Customer Review from Mexico "Beautifully illustrated and
cleverly written." -Amazon Customer Review from Australia "We are in love with this
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book!"-Amazon Customer Review from the United States "Written in a very simple way but
with a profound message for both adults and kids."-Amazon Customer Review from the United
States "Whenever I have time to read to her, she wants this book. And she repeats words.
That's insanely cute." -Amazon Customer Review from Canada "Mia figlia di due anni e
mezzo è entusiasta dei disegni bellissimi e dei colori. Apprezza anche le vicende di una
bimba nè grande nè piccola ma giusta così." -Amazon Customer Review from Italy "My three
year olds love it and the story's concept will grow with them for several years to come
making it a keeper." -Amazon Customer Review from the U.S. "A nuestra hija le ha
encantado. [...] Estamos muy satisfechos con la compra." -Amazon Customer Review from
Spain "I got this book to read with my granddaughters, one from the US and one from
Portugal. It is so incredibly cute! They loved it, and I did too. I highly recommend this
book!" -Amazon Customer Review from the U.S. "Ce petit livre est tout ce que j'aime !!!
Le graphisme, les couleurs, tout y est magnifiquement soigné, poétique et charmant !!!
[...] Une merveille de beauté et de magie à ne pas louper !!!" -Amazon Customer Review
from France "My little boy loves this as a bedtime story. It's colourful and quirky.
[...] I thought it would be uninteresting to a child, to be read to in another language,
but he asks for 'Bin ich klein' and it melts my heart!" -Amazon Customer Review from the
United Kingdom "readers will emerge from this book feeling slightly more confident about
themselves-whatever their size."-ForeWord Clarion Reviews "This is done with simplicity
at its finest. The art is whimsical, the message is clear and most of all my grandson
loves it. I would recommend this book to any child provider as part of their reading
library." -Amazon Customer Review from the U.S. Languages Available for every country in
at least one official language. Please note: This book is a bilingual picture book with a
1:1 translation created by human translators (see translator's credits for details).
Enjoy the sound of buses racing along the highway through this ingenious multi-sensory
tool. When a child goes over picture books, he sees with his eyes, listens with his eyes,
smells the pages with his nose and touches them with his hands. It's a multi-sensory
experience that makes complex concepts become simpler. Buy a copy today!
In a cold winter land lived a mouse in a sock who sat counting the days- who sat watching
the clock. On his little mouse door at the foot of the sock came a rumbling rap- came a
thunderous knock.
One Dad's Recipe for Raising Winning Kids
Am I Small? Adim Obere?
The Little Red Wolf
I Love My Dad Ti voglio bene, papà
The Mouse in the Sock
Dad By My Side
Jimmy the little bunny doesn’t start off knowing how to ride a two-wheeler bike like his
big brothers. In fact, sometimes he gets teased for it. When Dad shows Jimmy how not to
be afraid to try something new, that’s when the fun begins. This story may be ideal for
reading to your kids at bedtime and enjoyable for the whole family as well!
A little boy's father seems so large to him that he needs a ladder to cuddle him and
birds nest in his father's hair.
Who doesn't love a snow day? Gabi and her siblings Adam and Abigail decide to put on
their snow gear and play outside in the snow. There is so much to do on a cold winter's
day, from making snow angels to making footprints in the snow, but the siblings finally
decide to build a snow-woman. Putting everything together isn't easy for three children,
but when they all work together, their mom says that this snow-woman is the most
beautiful one she's ever seen! Enjoy a snow day with Gabi, Adam, and Abigail as they
build their snow-woman and see how they demonstrate importance of family, creativity, and
teamwork, all while learning a new language!
This is the magical tale of Edith Lane, who sets off to find her fortune in the beautiful
city of Paris. Fortune, however, is a fickle thing and Edith ends up working in a vintage
bakery in the positively antique town of Compi�gne. Escaping heartache and singledom in
Ireland, Edith discovers that the bakery on Rue De Paris is not exactly what it seems and
that some ghosts from the past are harder to escape than others. A heart-warming story
that is sure to appeal to all of the senses, The Mysterious Bakery On Rue De Paris is a
mouth-watering journey of love, liberty and la vie en rose.
My Dad Was a Dj
Children's Picture Book English-Igbo (Bilingual Edition)
Childrens Emotion Books,Emotions Book for Toddlers, Book on Emotions for Kids,Feelings
Book for Children,Feeling Book for Kids (Emotions Books for Kids) Early Reader Book
Winner Kids
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I Love My Dad
To which is Added a French, English, and Latin Vocabulary, Containing the Most Common
Words in French which are Derived from Latin
This is the story of a successful father describing his approach to parenting, making us think and consider what will make our children
happy and successful individuals. Ravi Mahendra is a father of three young girls and he is passionate about parenting. He has
personally gone on a journey of learning and developing the relationship between him and his daughters. Ravi delights in seeing his
children become bigger and better individuals. Ravi believes passionately that parenting is about dedication and focus. The book is
based on the principle that you are the best teacher for your children; you can pass on your knowledge and experience to help to
support the best development of your child. The parent is the figure of authority, with immense responsibility for decisions regarding
the children. This book draws out the benefits of really pro-actively grasping the responsibility and making the decisions rather than
running with the flow. The real strength of this book lies with the thought process on determining priorities, characteristics and values
that will produce successful children. It will inspire you to look at your parenting approach with a fresh set of eyes and help you to
succeed on your chosen path. The book uses well-chosen examples from the world of business, politics and historical figures to really
illustrate what success means and what needs to be done to achieve it. Ravi uses connection of business ideas and stories with
parenting to bring a fresh perspective on children's upbringing. . The book is drawing interesting connection from management and
business theories to really focus on children leading successful lives. At a practical level, the book offers a vast array of examples on
managing the prosaic day-to-day issues. Unless the practical challenges are resolved, it becomes very difficult to manage the more
advanced parenting questions. Ravi does a great job in visualising the impact of our actions now on the children in the future. Ravi
Mahendra lives with his three daughters in London. His career spans many areas: he has built a renowned business school in his
native Sri Lanka, written business columns for newspapers and is a prize-winning Qualified Accountant with an MBA. Ravi is currently
working as Global Finance leader in a large insurance organisation and he is also a regular blogger on LinkedIn. His aim is to live life
to the fullest and to raise his children as successful and content individuals.
Learn Italian through the power of story. A simple Italian story for beginners! Enjoy the process of learning, don't beat yourself up. You
don't need to read boring text books anymore. Italian A Short Story for Beginners is a story written just for you. The captivating nature
of story makes learning fun and easy because your attention is focused and the context will help you determine what is being said.
This book is loaded with simple sentences, practical scenarios, and common phrases any student of a second language would not
only want to know, but NEED to know. Alternating vs Solid Text Alternating Text Alternating Text, Parallel text or interlinear text is
when your target language, in this case Italian, is presented with the translation directly to the side or bellow respectively. A text may
be presented with the literal translation of every word, or a sentence/paragraph translated into a more colloquial or natural way of
expressing an idea. We find this second way to be of more value as it emphasizes patterns which are critical to learning any language
and as you will see, most languages have unique idioms. An idiom is a phrase or pattern that expresses something other than its literal
meaning like "what's up?" You're asking how someone is doing, not what's above them in the sky. Alternating text has many
advantages over a traditional text body. Mainly you are able to very quickly glance down to see the translation of the idea your reading
in Italian. No time is wasted flipping through glossaries and you don't risk losing your place in the book because the translated idea is
presented right there on the same page within a glances reach. Solid Text A traditional text body or text written entirely in one
language has advantages of its own. Mainly, you are forced to interpret new or unfamiliar words based upon the context and your own
memory. Context is extremely important, not only in grasping the true meaning of what is being said, but developing your capability to
infer what new words mean. This skill is of the upmost value. When you meet a Italian speaker for the first time, odds are they will say
a thing or two that you don't know or can't understand. Your ability to infer the meaning of a given word can greatly improve the quality
of such an experience. This will expedite the learning curve and boost confidence. It is inevitable that you will make mistakes, don't let
that stop you from conquering a new language. Solid text also forces you to recall definitions, sentence patterns, and the meaning of
various expressions. Without a quick translation available, you will be challenged and grow. Alternating + Traditional So, which style of
text did we choose to include in this book? Well, each is so valuable that we couldn't pick one over the other. Thus, we included
BOTH! We've presented the story first in its entirety with a Italian and English alternating text. Each paragraph is presented with its
translation bellow. Second, we presented the entire story in Italian. So now you can use this awesome tool in a way that best suites
you and your growing level of understanding. So, if you're interested in finally picking up Italian, you're just a click away. Order now.
A beautiful and lyrical celebration of fatherhood, My Dad reveals all the little things that one child’s dad does that make him the best
dad in the world.
A modern day fable that's so funny you'll laugh your head off! What would you do if your daddy lost his head? Make him a new one of
course! All you need is some old newspapers, paint and a potato for his nose. It turns out there are lots of advantages to having a dad
with no head: he doesn't shout or snore, he always agrees with you, and he loves doing the vacuuming. But will Daddy ever find his
real head?
Who Killed My Father
English Italian Bilingual Book for Kids
I Love My Daddy
A French Grammar, Presenting,in a Concise and Systematic Form, the Essential Principles of the French Language ...
Paris
My Snow Day / Ngay Tuyet Roi Cua Toi
While other children's parents are veterinarians, gardeners, and builders, one father is able to become a dog, a tree, and a bridge using various yoga poses.
The New York Times bestselling celebration of the father-child relationship from Instagram sensation Soosh is perfect for new dads and Father's Day -now as a board book! Whether they're playing make-believe, teaching you new things, or warding off monsters under the bed, dads are always there when
you need them. Celebrate the special bond between dads and daughters in this charmingly illustrated story of a larger-than-life father and his adorable little
girl that's bursting with whimsy and love.
"Once upon a time," "And sometime back in the day," "My dad played with music." "He was a DJ." A dad was a DJ back in the day. This picture book is a
simple and unique story about a dad and his incredible passion for music. This book has an engaging rhyming style that makes it perfect for reading aloud
to young children. Visit the Author Page at: www.Deesignery.com
Learn everything Peppa Pig loves about Daddy Pig in this adorable story based on the hit Nick Jr. TV show!
What Are You Feeling, Dragon
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Sleep Tight, Little Wolf. Bilingual Children's Book (English - Anglo-Saxon/Old English)
Goodnight, Panda!
Learn Italian Naturally
My Daddy is a Giant
When Can I Stop Running?

English Italian bilingual children's book. Perfect for kids learning English or Italian as their second
language. Fun children's story with educational message. Jimmy the little bunny doesn’t start off
knowing how to ride a two-wheeler bike like his big brothers. In fact, sometimes he gets teased for it.
When Dad shows Jimmy how not to be afraid to try something new, that’s when the fun begins.
A guide for the young at heart of all ages by an American family that has lived in France and knows how
to guide their friends through Paris. They now share their advice with you in this unique guide. Come to
love Paris by understanding the stories behind its sights and neighborhoods. See Paris as it should be
seen for a fun and affordable learning experience: * 7-Day Step-by Step Tour of Paris based on its history
-- the Romans, the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, the French Revolution, Napoleon I, la Belle Epoque -the monuments, the kings, the artists -- set forth in a colloquial chronology and presented with advice on
the best sights to see to enhance your knowledge. Plus, not-the-same- old-suggestions for Additional
Days in Paris for travelers of all ages * Unique ideas for entertaining excursions: learn about
Impressionist art as you play the Musee d'Orsay Challenge, enjoy the highlights of the Louvre without
making it a marathon, pretend you are James Bond in Paris, and more * Realistic restaurant and lodging
recommendations for an enjoyable and affordable visit * Specific shopping routes for all ages and
budgets * Insights into French culture, etiquette, and language to smooth your way, including truly
practical visitor vocabulary -- essential menu French and real-life expressions * Separate entertaining
history section (Daily Dose of French history) for travelers who want to know more about the 2000 years
that have created the spectacular city of Paris * Recommendations of Additional Resources for adults and
children for before and after your trip -- books, movies, computer games, and theater * Planning an
affordable trip using the Internet -- best Web sites
The book everyone is talking about: how the French manage to raise well-behaved children, and have a
life! Who hasn't noticed how well-behaved French children are, compared to our own? How come French
babies sleep through the night? Why do French children happily eat what is put in front of them? How
can French mothers chat to their friends while their children play quietly? Why are French mothers more
likely to be seen in skinny jeans than tracksuit bottoms?
A stunningly gorgeous retelling of THE LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD. Lose yourself in in the dark forests
of Amélie Fléchais’ spectacular artwork. A young wolf, on a journey to bring his grandmother a rabbit, is
charmed by the nice little girl who offers to help him . . . but nice is not the same as good. A haunting
fairy tale for children and adults alike.
Personalized Children's Books, Personalized Gifts, and Bedtime Stories
Daddy Lost His Head
My Dad the Dragon
Buses for Kids
Things That Go - Buses Edition
English-Serbian (Latin) Bilingual Children's Picture Dictionary Book of Colors
Increase your child's dental awareness by showing him/her that teeth have "emotions" too! Coloring introduces feelings,
concepts and emotions quite well. It is an activity well-loved because of its many benefits, especially the formation of
essential life skills like patience, determination control and self-confidence too. Control your child's fear of the dentist;
grab a copy of this coloring book today!
About the Book: Learn colors with this bilingual children's picture book dictionary. English-Serbian (Latin) Bilingual
Children's Picture Dictionary Book of Colors www.rich.center
Teaching a child to tell time is quite challenging. How can you put into words a good explanation as to why numerals are
to be read in many ways? When introducing the concept, start with the use of an analog clock because it gives the
concept of change through the moving hands. This educational book is perfect for little learners. Grab a copy tod
John Podlaski’s encore Vietnam War novel brings back John (‘Polack’) Kowalski, the central character in ‘Cherries’,
and introduces us to Louis (‘LG’) Gladwell, his irrepressible black friend. Polack and LG are a ‘Salt and Pepper’ team,
best buddies and brothers in a way that only those who have fought side-by-side in a war can ever truly understand. The
year is 1970, and the story follows the two soldiers - impressionable Detroit teenagers - during their long night in a
Listening Post (‘LP’), some 500 meters beyond the bunker line of the new firebase. Their assignment as a "human early
warning system", is to listen for enemy activity and forewarn the base of any potential dangers. As they were new to the
“Iron Triangle” and its reputation, little did they know that units before them lost dozens of soldiers in this nightly highrisk task and referred to those assigned as "bait for the enemy" and "sacrificial lambs". Sitting in the pitch black tropical
jungle - with visibility at less than two feet - John's imagination takes hold throughout the agonizing night, and at times,
transports him back to some of his most vivid childhood memories - innocent, but equally terrifying at the time. As kids,
we instinctively run as fast as we can to escape imaginary or perceived danger, but as soldiers, men are trained to
conquer their fears and develop the confidence to stand their ground and fight. Running is not an option. In 'When Can I
Stop Running?' the author juxtaposes his nightmarish hours in the bush with some of his most heart-pounding
childhood escapades. Readers will relate to the humorous childish antics with amusement; military veterans will find
themselves relating to both of the entertaining and compelling recollections.
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Teaching Children Time Management
Analog Or Digital- A Telling Time Book for Kids
Why I Love My Daddy
My Pearly Whites (A Coloring Book for Children)
A French Grammar ...
Princess Tia's Story

Bilingual children's book (age 2 and up) Tim can't fall asleep. His little wolf is missing! Perhaps he forgot
him outside? Tim heads out all alone into the night - and unexpectedly encounters some friends... "Sleep
Tight, Little Wolf" is a heart-warming bedtime story. It has been translated into more than 50 languages
and is available as a bilingual edition in all conceivable combinations of languages. www.childrens-booksbilingual.com
HORACE'S DAD HAS SILVER WINGS AND A GREEN AND ORANGE tAIL. His mum hasn't been able to cast a
spell right yet, and his sister Grub - the Fayre Elayne - invents weird things like a box that can take instant
pictures. At King Arthur's School for Knights the nasty Sir Sneazle has given Horace the worst assignment
of all. Why couldn't Horace be asked to rescue a damsel in distress instead off Pimply Pol, Bran and
Snidge, or write an essay on the broadsword instead of Bernard. Anything but kill a dragon! How will
Horace and his friends manage? Will the Fayre Elayne come to the rescue with one of her inventions? And
will Horace finally discover the truth about his family that will save Dad and Camelot? Find out as another
hilarious and wild adventure unfolds in the Wacky Family series. Ages 7+
"It's bedtime but Panda doesn't want to go to bed! Follow Panda as he goes around visiting other black
and white animals in the zoo in a new language! Babl Books is dedicated to bringing bilingual books to
children all over the world."
Read this creative children's book on emotions and feelings Read this Dragon Book for children on
emotions and feelings What are you feeling, Dragon? - Kids Picture book on feelings & emotions
(children's book about feelings) (kids ages 3-6)Are you are looking for a book to talk to your child about
dealing with a strong feeling such as anger? Then, this feelings book might work for you.This picture book
encourages children to talk about their own emotions, moods and feelings.This is a cute book with full
length illustrations about a magical dragon. His color changes to reflect his mood.If he is happy, he turns
green. If he's feeling shy, he looks pink. He turns purple when he's angry and yellow when he's sad.The
rhyming text makes for a smooth read: Sheepish dragon, don't be shy. Sad dragon, please don' cry...
Angry dragon, calm down, count till five!" If your child likes dragons, then this book will make talking
about feelings an easy task!You could use this book to talk to your child about strong emotions like
sadness, sulking etc. On each page, the magical dragon is depicted in a different color. So you could
associate a color to an emotion to help your child deal with their own feelings in a new and different
way.This book is ideal for reading aloud to your child. Beginning readers will enjoy reading the simple
sentence on each page. The highlights of this wonderful concept book for children are: Cheerful full length
illustrations Simple sentences Talking about children's feelings Associating a color to an emotion Learn
what animals like to eat Beginning readers can practice their reading skills too.Recommended for children
(ages 2-6) yearsThere is a FREE bonus section at the end:Read the bonus guessing game at the end of the
book: Guess what Teddy is feeling. There are Questions sprinkled on each page. These pages can be a
guide to discuss various situations with your child.If this sounds like something you would like your child
to read, scroll up to download your copy.About the Author/Illustrator Sujatha Lalgudi is a Best selling
children's book author and illustrator.Some of her bestsellers in Childrens Books are: Jojo's Stinky day Ben
and Gwen play the game of Opposites Finger counting fun Shall we play with shapes Alphabet's day out
Where are the baby's eyes? Where is the Turkey? Where is Santa? These fiction books introduce children
concepts like Numbers,Counting,Opposites,shapes,alphabets. Read these books for more fun and games
for children to learn through play!
French
Faith's I Didn't Do It! Hiccum-ups Day
My Daddy Is a Pretzel
The Mastery Series. French
My Daddy (Peppa Pig)
To which is Added a French, English, and Latin Vocabulary ...
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